
Summer is almost over!

Happy August from your
local IT Provider!

It has been another busy month for everyone. We are excited to bring you your
monthly update on Intrac and on the IT world!

Progress on Intrac's new headquarters is moving along well. Our team of techs
is expanding their knowledge cyber security and there might be an end in sight
with the chip shortage!

News on the Chip Shortage
The Senate has approved a $52 Billion funding package for domestic chip

manufacturers to try and combat the chip shortage. While this doesn't include
funding for chip developers, it certainly will help the cause. This translates to
lower prices on hardware and decreased lead times on equipment. If you're
looking for the right time to upgrade your IT Infrastructure, the time is now!

 

The Latest in Cyber Security
Twitter, Marriott, and Shields Health Care all experienced large scale

data breaches in July. This resulted in an estimated 76,400,000 people
having their names, addresses, phone numbers, social security
numbers, and other data accessed and potentially sold. If it can

happen to them, it can happen to you! We always
recommend routinely changing passwords and scanning your devices

for breaches. We offer many layers of Cybersecurity to defend you
along with the ability to make your company virtually

ransomware proof. If you need help assessing your Cybersecurity
infrastructure, please contact us and we will gladly help!

Hardware News
NVDIA has reportedly delayed the release of their 40 series Graphics Cards.

We expect these cards to release late November. The good news is that
scalpers are slowing their purchasing in anticipation of the release so Graphics
Card prices are dropping. We expect them to increase with the release of the

40 series so get it while cost is down!

Thank you!
Thank you for another great month. We look forward to continuing to work with
you and make sure your IT needs are always met. As always, please feel free

contact us with any questions or concerns. Our office can be reached any week
day between 8AM and 4PM at 920-395-9095. You can also email our

techs@intractechnology.com email at anytime to get in contact with our team
directly!

Intrac Technology 

Contact Us
Phone: 920-395-9095

Email: techs@intractechnology.com
310 Madison Ave

Cascade, WI 53011

Please Email techs@intractechnology.com if you wish to not receive our monthly memos and urgent
updates. 

 

Click Here to View Our Services
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